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In 1991, Sumio Iijima, a researcher at the NEC in Tsukuba, Japan, observed nano-scale hollow fibers in his 
laboratory. This observation led him to receive the Benjamin Franklin Medal in Physics for the "discovery and 
elucidation of the atomic structure and helical character of multi-wall and single-wall carbon nanotubes." The 
discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) has continued to have a major impact on the research of scientists 
biologically, electrically, and ecologically. In the last decade, carbon nanotubes have been used as semi-
conducting channels in order to fabricate more versatile Field Effect Transistors (FETs), allowing for generally 
higher electron mobility, a less specified dielectric, and greater atomic stability. This device would be 
significantly faster and smaller than the conventional Complementary Metal Oxide Semi-conducting transistor 
(CMOS-FET).

Similarly, there is work being performed with the application of CNTs in the field of Thin Film Transistors 
(TFTs). Organic Thin Film Transistors (OTFTs), more specifically, have been found to have notably lower 
performance (low switching speeds) than single-crystalline inorganic semi-conductors such as silicon. 
However, they may have substantial functions entailing greater structural flexibility (usage of different kinds 
of substrates including polymers), low-temperature processes, and of course, the fabrication at a low cost. 
Researchers believe that CNTs may have a great opportunity to dominate the scene of OTFTs in that they 
exhibit great electronic properties to function as a channel in a low-performance, low-temperature, and low-
cost transistor. It has been seen that while conventional/commercial TFTs have low electron mobility, 
networks of CNTs display higher mobility. Although experiments have been performed in the synthesis of 
CNTs on TFTs, it is seen that these experiments portray the usage of random networks of CNTs between the 
metal electrodes in the TFTs.

Although it has been established difficult to change the orientation of CNTs in a network, it is theoretically 
possible to do so in reference to the Van der Waals force, and high pressure, as CNTs may merge together. 
The intended experiment is to create various arrays of CNT networks and determine whether certain 
orientations will change output. Finally, the results would be compared to verify the most beneficial 
position(s) of the CNTs.


